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QUESTION: 1
In CA Clarity PPM, Ideas enable you to analyze and reject inappropriate or financially
risky items before they become investments and deplete vital resources. What is a typical
life cycle for an Idea?

A. Open, Converted, Approved, Closed
B. Created, Approved, Converted, Closed
C. Open, Submitted for Approval, Approved, Converted
D. Created, Converted, Submitted for Approval, Rejected

Answer: C
QUESTION: 2
Which statement about deploying partitions is TRUE?

A. A resource can only belong to one partition in a model.
B. Fields available for processes are based on partition access.
C. If a process uses stock attributes only, it cannot be shared across partitions.
D. If you create a partition within a partition model, you cannot add or remove partition
member Organizational Breakdown Structure (OBS) units.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 3
Which result does the expression (?=.*[A-Z]) produce?

A. Matches to a digit
B. Matches to a lower case letter
C. Matches to an upper case letter
D. Finds a match that must be a least four or more characters and less than eight
characters

Answer: C
QUESTION: 4
Gel Scripts can be executed using the:

A. Execute a Process job
B. Execute an Object job
C. Execute Flush Cache job
D. Execute NSQL Query job

Answer: A
QUESTION: 5
If you need to assign a value of Test'' to an x variable in a GEL script, which code do you
use?

A. x="Test"
B. var x (Test)
C. <x>Test </x>
D. <core:setvar=V value="Test"/>

Answer: D
QUESTION: 6
For a WebLogic installation, CA Clarity requires that the WebLogic classpath property
be modified. Which method do you use to accomplish this?

A. Employ load balancing.
B. Configure the JVM properties.
C. Configure the JDBC connection pool and datasource.
D. Configure the node manager to add the system properties when the server process is
launched.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 7
What is the function of a partition model?

A. It addresses security on a granular level.
B. It replaces the CA Clarity security scheme. C.
It controls how CA Clarity manages objects. D. It
assigns objects to all other partition models.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 8
Which NSQL keyword identifies the tables that will be needed in the query?

A. FROM B.
WHERE C.
SELECT
D. GROUP BY

Answer: A
QUESTION: 9
What must be done before an Incident can be converted to a Project or a Task?

A. It must have actual hours entered against it.
B. It must have its status set to Ready to Convert.
C. It must be in the Category named To be Converted.
D. It must be assigned to a project manager and flagged for conversion.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 10
What is a valid reason to use the Transaction Entry functionality?

A. Modify existing transactions.
B. View the pro forma invoice for a customer.
C. Enter additional transactions to the system that were not entered through timesheets.
D. View the data from timesheets that have been posted through the Post to Financials
job option.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 11
Which statement about the CA Clarity PPM architecture on Apache Tomcat is TRUE?

A. CSA manages the database.
B. SQL Server cannot be used as the database.
C. The application and CSA ports are configured in CSA.
D. The customer manages the database and provides the database name and login
credentials.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 12
If a scheduled job run has a Waiting status, what does it mean?

A. The scheduled run is in progress.
B. The scheduled run is temporarily stopped.
C. The paused run has restarted and will run at its next scheduled time.
D. The scheduled run has reached its scheduled run date and time, but cannot start
executing the job until an incompatible report or job finishes running.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 13
You need to validate the CA Clarity installation by checking details about components,
such as home directories, versions, and ports. To help you do this, use the:

A. Beacon
B. Health Report
C. Remove Jobs Log
D. Business Objects Report

Answer: B
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